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Abstract: Wong’s equations for the finite-dimensional dynamical system representing the motion of a scalar particle
on a compact Riemannian manifold with a given free isometric smooth action of a compact semi-simple Lie
group are derived. The equations obtained are written in terms of dependent coordinates which are typically
used in an implicit description of the local dynamics given on the orbit space of the principal fiber bundle.
Using these equations, we obtain Wong’s equations in a pure Yang–Mills gauge theory with Coulomb
gauge fixing. This result is based on the existing analogy between the reduction procedures performed in
a finite-dimensional dynamical system and the reduction procedure in Yang-Mills gauge fields.
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1. Introduction

In his paper [1], S. K. Wong suggested equations for thephenomenological description of strong interactions. Hisidea was to present this interaction through the classicalmotion of some spinless colour particles. In the same citedpaper (see also [2]), the equations of motion were derivedby taking the classical limit of the quantum mechanicalYang–Mills equations. A new approach has provided analternative method of studying the behavior at short dis-tances in QCD theory. (As an example of such an approachwe refer to [3–6].)
On the other hand Kerner [7] obtained Wong’s equationfor a particle in an external field using a geometrical ap-proach, that was not based on the quantum Yang–Mills
∗E-mail: storchak@ihep.ru

theory. In this article the existence of a principal fiberbundle over the Riemannian space-time manifold was pos-tulated. In addition, it was assumed that there was anarbitrary connection one-form in this bundle. Also, thestandard bi-invariant metric on a group was used as ametric on each orbit of the bundle. By making use ofthese data, Kerner was able to define a special Kaluza–Klein metric on a total space of the principal fiber bundle.The geodesic equation for this invariant metric is exactlythe equation obtained by Wong.Later Montgomery discovered [8, 9], that in classical me-chanics, Wong’s equations are related to the dynamicalsystems with symmetry. He showed that in order to to de-rive the equations, it is necessary to consider the reductionproblem in these systems. Such as, in the cotangent bun-dle reduction problem, Wong’s equations were obtainedby extracting the horizontal part of ker(dω), where ω isa connection one-form which characterise the dynamicalsystem [10].
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Wong’s equations in Yang-Mills theory

In Marsden–Weinstein reduction theory, there exists an-other way to derive Wong’s equation from the fact thatthey are the horizontal and vertical parts of the geodesicequation written for the Kaluza-Klein metric [11, 12]. Butin reduction theory, unlike in [7], the Kaluza–Klein metricis initially not predetermined. The metric is deduced fromthe original Hamiltonian of the dynamical system with asymmetry, as described below.In case of reduction, the kinetic term of the Hamiltoniandefines the Riemannian metric of the original manifold –the configuration space of the dynamical system. Owingto the symmetry, the motion of a particle, given on theoriginal manifold, can be viewed locally as occuring onthe manifold which is a total space of the principal fiberbundle. By making use of a local coordinate transforma-tion, one can transform a Riemannian metric of the originalmanifold into the Kaluza–Klein metric. The gauge poten-tial (the connection one-form) of the resulting metric is notan arbitrary one, as in the geometrical approach of Kerner,but rather is expressed in terms of orbit metric given overthe base point and the components of the Killing’s vectors.Since the orbit metric is also defined in the reduction pro-cess, this naturally emergent connection1, as well as thefield strength, has therefore an intrinsic origin. Thus, todescribe the motion on the total space of the principalfiber bundle and on the reduced space (that is, on the or-bit space of the principal fiber bundle), we must take intoaccount an additional force related to the field strengthof the mechanical connection. The obtained horizontalWong’s equation is similar to the equation for the motionof the particle in the background of the gravitational fieldand the particular Yang-Mills field. The gravitational fieldis defined by the metric of the orbit space.We note that reduction theory deals not only with thetraditional classical mechanics of particles, but at present,it is used in field theories, fluid mechanics, gravity, etc.[12].Our goal is to derive Wong’s equations for a pure Yang–Mills theory, for an infinite-dimensional dynamical sys-tem with gauge degrees of freedom, remaining within theframework of the reduction theory. In this theory, a de-scription of a local dynamics can only be done in an im-plicit way. “True motion” of the system on the gaugeorbit space can be studied by considering the evolution ofthe corresponding dynamical system given on the gaugesurface. Since this surface is determined by the gaugeconditions, dependent variables are employed to describethe evolution.
1 The obtained connection is called the mechanical con-
nection.

An appropriate method of describing the reduced motion ofthe finite-dimensional dynamical systems was previouslydeveloped in our papers [13–16]. Herein we consideredthe motion of the scalar particle on the compact Rieman-nian manifold for which an isometric smooth action of thesemi-simple compact Lie group was given. It was assumedthat this action is free and proper. As in gauge theories,the reduced evolution in this system is defined on the orbitspace of a group action.The first part of our paper will be devoted to derivationof Wong’s equations for our finite-dimensional dynamicalsystem. The resulting equations, in addition to the factthat they are interesting in themselves, bearing in mindtheir use in dynamic systems described in the dependentcoordinates, will help us to avoid the long calculations inthe infinite–dimensional case.In the second part of the paper, after a short review-ing of the reduction problem in a pure Yang-Mills the-ory for which the reduced surface is given by means ofthe Coulomb gauge condition, we obtain Wong’s equationsfor Yang-Mills gauge theory. This is done by using ourWong’s equations for the finite-dimensional system, sincethere exists the direct analogy between the proceduresof reduction in both cases. In turn, this analogy followsfrom the resemblance of the geometries of our dynamicalsystems with respect to the reduction procedure.It is worth noting here that, of course, one could derivethe equation without referring to the finite-dimensionaldynamical system and obtain the same final result. Itwould however be very difficult to determine the geometricorigin and the physical meaning of the individual terms inthe obtained equation.In the last section we discuss some questions that mustbe addressed in future studies. Details of the derivationof Wongs’s equations are considered in Appendix.
2. Definitions

In this section we introduce the notations from our pa-pers [13–16], where the motion of the scalar particle on acompact manifold P was studied. A free isometric smoothaction2 of a semi-simple compact Lie group G on this man-ifold leads to the fiber bundle picture with P as the totalspace of this principal fiber bundle π : P → P/G =M.To perform the reduction procedure we must first re-place the original coordinates QA, given on a local chartof the manifold P, by new coordinates (Q∗A, aα ) (A =
2 We consider the right action.
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1, . . . , NP, NP = dimP;α = 1, . . . , NG, NG = dimG) re-lated to the fiber bundle. We are forced to introduce ad-ditional constraints χα (Q∗) = 0 in order to have a one-to-one correspondence between the old coordinates QA and(Q∗A, aα ).These constraints define the local submanifolds in themanifold P. If these local submanifolds (local sections)can be ‘glued’ into the global manifold Σ, we get a trivialprincipal fiber bundle P(M,G) which is locally isomorphicto the trivial bundle Σ × G → Σ. Therefore, we can usethe coordinates Q∗A for the description of the evolution onthe manifold M.Replacing the original coordinate basis ( ∂
∂QA ) with a newcoordinate basis ( ∂

∂Q∗A ,
∂
∂aα ), the following representationfor the original metric G̃AB (Q∗, a) of the manifold P re-sults: (

GCD(P⊥)CA (P⊥)DB GCD(P⊥)DAK C
µ ūµα (a)

GCD(P⊥)CAKD
ν ūνβ (a) γµν ūµα (a)ūνβ (a)

)
, (1)

where Kµ are the Killing vector fields for the Riemannianmetric GAB(Q). (Kµ , GCD , γµν and P⊥ are restricted to thesubmanifold Σ ≡ {χα = 0}.)In (1), by γµν we denote the metric given on the orbitof the group action. It is defined by the relation γµν =
K A
µ GABKB

ν .
ūαβ (a) (and uαβ (a)) are the coordinate representations ofthe auxiliary functions given on the group G.The operator P⊥(Q∗) is used to project the vectors ontothe tangent space of the gauge surface Σ:

(P⊥)AB = δAB − χαB (χχ>)−1β
α (χ>)Aβ ,

(χ>)Aβ is a transposed matrix to the matrix χνB ≡
∂χν
∂QB ,(χ>)Aµ = GABγµνχνB.The pseudoinverse matrix G̃AB (Q∗, a) to the matrix (1), i.e.such a matrix for which

G̃AB G̃BC = ( (P⊥)AC 00 δαβ

)
,

is given by
(

GEFNC
END

F GSDNC
S χ

µ
D(Φ−1)νµ v̄σν

GCBχγC (Φ−1)βγND
B v̄αβ GCBχγC (Φ−1)βγχµB(Φ−1)νµ v̄αβ v̄σν

)
.

(2)The matrix (Φ−1)βµ is inverse to the Faddeev – Popov matrixΦ, (Φ)βµ (Q) = K A
µ (Q)∂χβ (Q)

∂QA .

The projection operator
NA
C ≡ δAC − K A

α (Φ−1)αµχµC ,
has the following properties:

NA
BNB

C = NA
C , NA

BKB
µ = 0, (P⊥)ÃBNC

Ã = (P⊥)CB ,
N Ã
B(P⊥)CÃ = NC

B .

The matrix v̄αβ (a) is an inverse matrix to matrix ūαβ (a).
3. Wong’s equations
Wong’s equations can be derived from the geodesic equa-tions written in a special coordinate basis. Thus the pre-vious coordinate basis ( ∂

∂Q∗A ,
∂
∂aα ) given on P needs to bechanged to a new nonholonomic basis which was intro-duced in paper [17]. It generalizes the horizontal lift basisconsidered in [18, 19]. This basis consists of the hori-zontal vector fields HA and the left-invariant vector fields

Lα = vµα (a) ∂
∂aµ . The vector fields Lα obey the commutationrelations [Lα , Lβ ] = cγαβLγ ,where the cγαβ are the structure constants of the group G.The horizontal vector fields HA are given as follows
HA = NE

A (Q∗)( ∂
∂Q∗E − Ãα

E Lα
)
,

where Ãα
E (Q∗, a) = ρ̄αµ (a)Aµ

E (Q∗). The matrix ρ̄αµ is inverseto the matrix ρβα of the adjoint representation of the group
G, and Aν

P = γνµK R
µ GRP is the mechanical connectiondefined in our principal fiber bundle.The horizontal vector fields HA have the following com-mutation relation:

[HC , HD ] = (Λγ
CNP

D − Λγ
DNP

C )K S
γP HS −NE

CNP
D F̃α

EPLα ,

where Λγ
D = (Φ−1)γµ χµD , and the curvature F̃α

EP of the con-nection Ã is given by
F̃α
EP = ∂

∂Q∗E Ãα
P −

∂
∂Q∗P

Ãα
E + cανσ Ãν

E Ã
σ
P ,

(F̃α
EP (Q∗, a) = ρ̄αµ (a)F µ

EP (Q∗) ). In the derivation of thecommutation relation above, we have used the equality
Lα Ãλ

E = −cλαµ Ãµ
E .
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It follows from the equation satisfied by ρ: Lα ργβ = cµαβ ρ
γ
µ .In other words, the previous commutation relations repre-sent the commutation relations of the nonholonomic basis:

[HC , HD ] = CACD HA + CαCDLα ,

with the structure constants
CACD = (Λγ

CK A
γD − Λγ

DK A
γC )

and
CαCD = −NS

CNP
D F̃α

SP .In our basis, Lα commutes with HA :
[HA, Lα ] = 0.

And the metric (1) has the following representation:
ǦAB = ( GH

AB 00 γ̃αβ

)
, (3)

G̃(HA, HB) ≡ GH
AB(Q∗),

G̃(Lα , Lβ ) ≡ γ̃αβ (Q∗, a) = γα ′β′ (Q∗)ρα ′α (a)ρβ′β (a).
The “horizontal metric” GH is defined by the projectionoperator ΠA

B = δAB − K A
µ γµνKD

ν GDB as follows: GH
DC =ΠD̃

D ΠC̃
C GD̃C̃ .Note that the projection operator ΠA

B satisfies the proper-ties: ΠA
LNL

C = ΠA
C and ΠL

BNA
L = NA

B .The pseudoinverse matrix ǦAB to the matrix (3) is definedby the following orthogonality condition:
ǦAB ǦBC = ( NA

C 00 δαβ

)
,

and can be written as
ǦAB = ( GEFNA

ENB
F 00 γ̃αβ

)
.

Using the following formula3
2 Γ̌DAB G̃(∂D , ∂C) = ∂A G̃(∂B , ∂C) + ∂B G̃(∂A, ∂C)

− ∂C G̃(∂A, ∂B )− G̃(∂A, [∂B , ∂C ])
− G̃(∂B , [∂A, ∂C ]) + G̃(∂C, [∂A, ∂B ]),

3 The terms of the form ∂AG̃ denote the corresponding
directional derivatives.

we calculated (in [17]) the Christoffel symbols Γ̌DAB in thenonholonomic basis (HA, Lα ):
Γ̌DAB = NE

A
HΓDBE ,Γ̌µAB = −12NE
ANF

B F̃
µ
EF ,

Γ̌PαB = 12GPSNF
SNE

B F̃
µ
EF γ̃µα ,

Γ̌PAβ = 12GPSNF
SNE

A F̃
µ
EF γ̃µβ ,

Γ̌Pαβ = −12 GPSHS γ̃αβ = −12GPSNE
S D̃E γ̃αβ ,

Γ̌µαB = 12 γ̃µνHBγ̃αν = 12 γ̃µνNE
B D̃E γ̃αν ,

Γ̌µAβ = 12 γ̃µνHAγ̃βν = 12 γ̃µνNE
A D̃E γ̃βν ,

Γ̌µαβ = 12 γ̃µν (cσαβ γ̃σν − cσνβ γ̃ασ − cσνα γ̃βσ ).
In these formulae, the covariant derivatives are given asfollows

D̃E γ̃αβ = ( ∂
∂Q∗E γ̃αβ − c

σ
µαÃ

µ
E γ̃σβ − cσµβÃ

µ
E γ̃σα

)
.

Note also that the Christoffel symbols HΓBCD are definedby the equality
GH
AB

HΓBCD = 12 (GH
AC,D + GH

AD,C − GH
CD,A

)
.

Here, by the derivatives we mean the following: GH
AC,D ≡

∂GH
AC (Q)
∂QD |Q=Q∗ .The geodesic equation in the Riemannian manifold P canbe written as

dẏA
dt + Γ̌ABCẏB ẏC = 0.

In our horizontal lift basis, we first decompose the tangentvector ẏ into the horizontal and vertical components:
ẏ(t) = zA(t)HA + zα (t)Lα .

Because of the orthogonality of our basis, we obtain thesystem of two equations:
dzA
dt + Γ̌ABC zBzC + Γ̌ABα zBzα + Γ̌AβB zBzβ+ Γ̌Aαβ zαzβ = 0
dzµ
dt + Γ̌µAB zAzB + Γ̌µαB zαzB + Γ̌µAβ zAzβ+ Γ̌µαβ zαzβ = 0
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Replacing the Christoffel symbols Γ̌ABα with their explicitexpressions, results in the desired equations. The horizon-tal equation follows from the previous one, by replacingthe variable zA by Q̇∗A:
d Q̇∗A
dt + HΓABC Q̇∗BQ̇∗C + GASNF

SF ν
EF Q̇∗Epν

+ 12GAS NE
S (DEγκσ )pσpκ = 0. (4)

We have also introduced a new variable pν = γνκρκαzα .Note that the identity NE
B Q̇∗B = Q̇∗A allows be omissionone of the two projection operators in the third term ofeq. (4). Moreover, in derivation of the last term of thisequation, we have used the following identity: (D̃E γ̃βν ) =

−(DEγκσ ) γµσ ρµν γκα ραβ .The equation (4) is similar to the corresponding equationobtained in [20] for the n-body problem in mechanics. Inthese systems, the equations are obtained by means ofseparating the rotations from internal motions, i.e. theyare obtained as a result of reduction which is performedfor a special classical mechanical system. The third termof the equation (4), which resembles the Yang-Mills forceacting on a coulor charged particle, is related to the Corio-lis forces for the mechanical system considered in [20]. Thelast term, in their interpretation, is the covariant deriva-tive of the centrifugal potential (or the derivative of thevertical component of the kinetic energy). We see thatin our equation this term may be associated with a forcerelated to the special interaction of the particle with thescalar field γκσ .Making use of the method from [21], we obtain the verticalWong’s equation, the equation for the internal momentum,or the internal charge:
dpσ
dt − cκµσ A

µ
E pκ Q̇∗E − cκµν A

µ
E γνν

′ pν′ γσκ Q̇∗E

− cµσν γνκ pµ pκ = 0. (5)
This equation was derived by identifying the coordinates
zα of the vertical component of the tangent vector ẏ withthe coordinates uαβ ((a(t)) daβdt of the vector which belongsto TeG.The obtained equation (5) is similar to the correspondingequation from [21]. However our equation has an addi-tional Q̇∗-dependent term, which is the third term of theequation. This equation describes the transportation ofthe colour charge over the wordline of the particle. Insome mechanical systems, a similar equation representsthe motion of the angular momentum.

4. Principal bundle coordinates in
Yang-Mills
In Yang-Mills theory, the original evolution of the dynam-ical system is considered for the function space of con-nections that are defined in the principal fiber bundle, orequivalently, on the function space of the gauge fields.The gauge transformations form a group which acts onthis space. The reduced evolution is given on the orbitspace of the group action.In order to apply the geometric approach, developed in[22–24], to the study of the dynamical system definedon the space of connections, one must impose additionalfunctional restrictions both on connections and the gaugegroup [25–29]. We assume that points of a manifold P arethe irreducible connections in the principal fiber bundle
P(M,G) (in Sobolev class Hk , k > 3). Also, for the trans-formation group G, we use the quotient group of the gaugetransformation group by its center. Moreover, we assumethat this group is the gauge group of time-independenttransformations:4

Ãαi (x) = ραβ (g−1(x))Aβi (x) + uαµ (g(x))∂gµ(x)∂xi ,

where ραβ (g) = ūαν (g) vνβ (g) is the matrix of the adjointrepresentation of the group G.To fix the gauge symmetry, we will use the Coulomb condi-tion ∂kAνk (x) = 0, ν = 1, . . . , NG , (or χν (A) = 0 for short).This means that the original coordinates “QA” of a point
p ∈ P (i.e. the gauge fields Aαi (x) in our case) can beexpressed by making use of the coordinates of the corre-sponding point given on a gauge surface Σ ≡ {χν (A) = 0}.As in the finite-dimensional case, the local evolution onthe orbit space corresponds to the evolution given on thesurface defined by this gauge.It is known that in the case of time-independent gaugetransformation, the Hamiltonian of the pure Yang-Millstheory, which is used in the Schrödinger functional ap-proach [30, 31], has the following form:

H = 12µ2κ4P [Aa] + 1
µ2κ V [Aa],

where
4P [A] = ∫ d3x kαβδij δ2

δAαi (x) δAβj (x) , and
4 This means that the gauge condition A0 = 0 is already
imposed.
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V [A] = ∫ d3x 12 kαβ F α
ij (x)F β ij (x) .

kαβ = cτµαc
µ
τβ is the Cartan–Killing metric on the group G,

µ2 = ~g20, and κ is a real positive parameter. It followsthat for the quadratic part of the Hamiltonian,
G(α,i,x) (β,j,x ′) δ2

δA(α,i,x) δA(β,j,x ′) ,

one can use the flat metric G(α,i,x) (β,j,x ′) = kα β δ i j δ3(x−x′).Notice that in some cases, the employment of the flat met-ric may lead to divergences. In these cases one must reg-ularize the flat metric, i.e. convert it into a Riemannianmetric of a special form, just as it was done in [24].In the formulae given above, we have used the extendednotation for the indices from [32]. With this notation, onecan easily generalize the formulae obtained in the finite-dimensional case to the corresponding formulae of the fieldtheories.Thus, in our problem, we have a flat Riemannian metric
ds2 = G(α,i,x)(β,j,y)δA(α,i,x)δA(β,j,y) ,

G(α,i,x)(β,j,y) = G
(

δ
δAαi (x) , δ

δAβj (y)
) = kαβδ ijδ3(x− y) ,

which is given on the original manifold P of the gaugepotentials.

This manifold can be viewed locally as a total space of theprincipal fiber bundle π : P →M. It follows that insteadof the coordinates Aαi (x) given on the original the manifold
P we can introduce new coordinates (A∗αi (x), gµ(x)) whichare related to the principal bundle. The dependent coor-dinates A∗ must satisfy the equation defined by the gaugecondition: χα (A∗) = 0 .All the transformations, that have been made in the finite-dimensional case, can also be performed in the functionspace of the gauge fields. By using one of these trans-formations, i.e. the corresponding gauge transformation,we restrict the Killing vectors K(α,y), defined on P as
K(α,y) = K (µ,i,x)(α,y) δ

δA(µ,i,x) with

K (µ,i,x)(α,y)(A) = [(
δ µ
α ∂i(x) + cµν̃αAν̃i(x)) δ3(x− y)]

≡
[
D µiα (A(x)) δ3(x− y)]

(here ∂i(x) is a partial derivative with respect to x i), tothe gauge surface Σ.5 The Killing vectors are used fordefinition of the orbit metric
γ(µ,x)(ν,y) = K (α,i,z)(µ,x)G(α,i,z)(β,j,u)K (β,j,u)(ν,y) .

That is,

γ(µ,x)(ν,y) = ∫ d3ud3v kφα δkl δ3(u− v) [D φµ k (u)δ3(u− x)] [D αν l(v)δ3(v − y)] .
Another representation for the metric γ is

γ(µ,x)(ν,y) = kφαδkl
[(
−δφµ ∂k (x) + cφσµA∗σk (x))(δαν∂l(x) + cακνA∗κl (x))δ3(x− y)] .

An "inverse matrix" γ(α,y)(µ,z) to the matrix γ(µ,x)(ν,y) can bedefined by the following equation:
γ(µ,x)(ν,y) γ(ν,y)(σ,z) = δ (σ,z)(µ,x) ≡ δσµ δ3(z− x) .

Taking the sum over the repeated generalized index (ν, y),
5 On the surface Σ, K (µ,i,x)(α,y) depends on A∗.

i.e. taking an ordinary sum over ν and the integral withrespect to y, we arrive at
kφα δkl D̃ φµ k (A∗(x)) D αν l(A∗(x)) γ(ν,x)(σ,z) = δσµ δ3(z− x) .

Thus, γ(ν,x)(σ,z) is the Green function of the operator(D̃ D )µν . Of course, this implies a choice of the certainboundary conditions. We also recall that the Killing vectorand the matrix γµ ν are used in determining the mechan-ical connection. Its counterpart in the Yang-Mills fields,
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the “Coulomb connection” Aα
B , is given by

A
(α,x)(β,j,y) = [D φµj (A∗(y))γ(α,x) (µ,y)] kφβ .

5. Wong’s equations for the gauge
fields
In this section, we briefly consider the main steps thatlead us to Wong’s equations. Since the Riemannian metricon the original manifold of the gauge fields is flat, wefirst rewrite the equation (4), assuming that in the finite-dimensional case the metric is also flat, i.e. GAB = δAB .By using the Killing relation for the flat metric, it is notdifficult to find that K F

σ F ν
EF = 0. This relation allows usto get rid of the projector N in the equation (4), and thefollowing equation results:

d Q̇∗A
dt + HΓABC Q̇∗BQ̇∗C + GASF ν

ESQ̇∗Epν

+ 12GAE (DEγκσ )pσpκ = 0. (6)

This equation will be used in the derivation of Wong’sequation for the gauge field. Firstly we must transform theterms of this equation. The curvature F ν
ES , the Christoffelsymbol HΓABC and DEγκσ will be expressed in terms of theKilling vectors, the mechanical connection and the metricof the orbit.

Let us consider the term of the equation with the curvature
F ν
ES = Aν

SE−Aν
ES +cνβσ Aβ

E A
σ
S . Taking the partial deriva-tive of the mechanical connection Aν

S = γνµK R
µ GRS withrespect to Q∗E , and after some necessary transformationswe arrive at:

Aν
SE = −γνε K R

εE GRB KB
µ A

µ
S −Aν

B A
µ
S KB

µE + γνµ KB
µE GBS .

Using the obtained representation forAν
SE in the curvature

F ν
ES and the Killing relation for a flat metric, it followsthat:

GASF ν
ES = 2γνε (KB

ε K R
µB)GRE γµβ K A

β + cσµε γνε K R
σ GRE γµβ K A

β+2γνµ K A
µE − 2γνε (KB

ε K A
µB)Aµ

E − cσµε γνε A
µ
E K A

σ + cνβσ γσα A
β
E K A

α . (7)

Notice that it is possible to combine the second, fifth andsixth terms at the right hand side of eq. (7). These termscan be rewritten to give
−2ΓνκσγσφAκ

EK A
φ ,

with the Christoffel symbol for the metric on the orbit
Γναβ = 12(cναβ − γνεcσεαγσβ − γνεcσεβγσα ).

Now consider the Christoffel symbols HΓABC associatedwith the horizontal metric HGAB . In the case of a flatmetric, it can be presented as
HΓABC = − (Aβ

BK A
β C +Aβ

C K A
βB)

+ 12 (KM
ν K A

βM ) (Aν
B A

β
C +Aν

C A
β
B). (8)

Notice that this expression is equal to an analogous ex-pression for the Christoffel symbol obtained in [33].

The last term of eq. (6), as can be easily shown, has thefollowing equivalent representation:
12GAE (DEγκσ ) = (KB

µ K A
βB) γµκ γβσ + cκβνγνσ γβµ K A

µ . (9)
In order to obtain Wong’s equations for the gauge fields,one needs to replace the terms standing in equations(7), (8) and (9) by the appropriate functional expressions,taken from gauge field theory. This means that the indicesof the variables in the finite-dimensional equations arenow regarded as a compact notation of the correspondingextended indices:

A→ (α, i, x); µ → (µ, u); . . . etc .
Then the time derivative of the basic variable Q∗B(t) cor-responds to be following:

Q̇∗B(t)→ d
dt A

∗(σ,j,y)(t) ≡ d
dt A

∗σj (y, t) ≡ Ȧ∗σj (y, t).
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Also it is easy to see, for example, that the partial deriva-tives of Killing vectors in a finite-dimensional case, i.e.
K C
αB(Q∗) = ∂K C

α (Q∗)/∂Q∗B , can be associated with thefunctional derivatives of K (ε,m,z)(α,x) with respect to A(β,j,y):
K (ε,m,z)(α,x)(β,j,y) ≡ δ

δA(β,j,y) K (ε,m,z)(α,x) = δmj cεβα δ3(z− x) δ3(z− y) .
Making use of the functional expression for K C

αB and tak-ing the sum over the repeated generalized indices, thefunctional representation for the following product KB
σ K E

αB

is given by :
K (φ,m,z)(α,x)(β,j,y) K (β,j,y)(σ,u) = cφβα δ3(z− x) [D βmσ (A∗(z))δ3(z− u)] .

In all other cases, the replacements are made in a similarway. Details of some of these calculations are consideredin the Appendix. Only the result of our calculation, for thehorizontal Wong’s equation is presented below :

d
dt Ȧ

∗αi(x, t) + (−2 cαεβ Ȧ∗εi(x, t) ∫ dyA
(β,x)(σ,j,y)Ȧ∗σj (y, t)

+ cαµβ
∫
dydzA(β,x)(ε,k,z)

[
D µiν (A∗(x, t))A(ν,x)(σ,j,y)

]
Ȧ∗σj (y, t) Ȧ∗εk (z, t))

+“F − terms′′ + ∫ dudz
(
−cβφµ kαφγ(σ,z) (µ,x)A(κ,i,u)(β,x) + cσφµ kαβ γ(µ,z) (κ,u)A(φ,i,z)(β,x)

)
pκ (u, t)pσ (z, t) = 0,

where the “F − terms′′ corresponds to the terms of eq. (7). They are linear in p and explicitly given as
1.

−2cσφµkβα ∫ dydzA(ν,z)(σ,k,y) A(µ,i,y)(β,x) Ȧ∗φk (y, t)pν (z, t)
2.
cσµε
∫
dydz

{
kσφ
[
∂k (y)γ(ν,z) (ε,y)] kβα A(µ,i,y)(β,x) + γ(ν,z) (ε,y)kρφ [D ρσk (A∗(y, t))A(µ,i,y)(β,x)

]
kβα
}
Ȧ∗φk (y, t)pν (z, t)

3. 2 cαβµ (∫ dz γ(ν,z) (µ,x) pν (z, t)) Ȧ∗φi(x, t)
4. 2cσρµkρα ∫ dydzA(ν,i,z)(σ,x) A(µ,x)(φ,k,y) Ȧ∗φk (y, t) pν (z, t)
5.

−cσµε
∫
dydz

{
δασ
[
∂i(x)γ(ν,z) (ε,x)] A(µ,x)(φ,k,y) + γ(ν,z) (ε,x) [D αiσ (A∗(x, t))A(µ,x)(φ,k,y)

]}
Ȧ∗φk (y, t)pν (z, t)

6.
cνβσkµα

∫
dydzA(β,z)(φ,k,y) A(σ,i,z)(µ,x) Ȧ∗φk (y, t)pν (z, t)
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The vertical Wong’s equation is
d
dt pσ (x, t)− cκφσ pκ (x, t)

∫
dyA

(φ,x)(β,j,y) Ȧ∗βj (y, t)
−cεφα

∫
dv dr γ(α,v ) (µ,r) pµ(r, t) γ(σ,x) (ε,v )

∫
dyA

(φ,v )(β,j,y) Ȧ∗βj (y, t)
−cφσε pφ(x, t) ∫ dy γ(ε,x) (µ,y) pµ(y, t) = 0.

6. Concluding remarks

In the present work, we have obtained Wong’s equationsfor a pure Yang–Mills theory. First we examined a similarproblem in a finite-dimensional case, using for this pur-pose a special dynamical system with symmetry. The orig-inal Riemannian manifold, being the configuration spaceof our dynamical system, can be viewed as a total space ofthe principal fiber bundle. We have used an approach bywhich the description of the evolution on the orbit spaceis given in terms of the dependent variables. This choicecorresponds to the case of the “unresolved gauges” in theYang-Mills gauge theory, and this implies that we can notfind the local coordinates in explicit form on the gaugesurfaces.Using the bundle coordinates on the original manifold, wehave derived Wong’s equations, whose solutions determinethe geodesic motion in the original Riemannian manifold.Previously, the general form of these equation were notknown. The fact that these equations are closely relatedto the reduction problems in the dynamical systems witha symmetry allows one to use them to obtain analogousequations in a variety of dynamical systems with similarbehavior under reduction. In particular, it is possible touse them for derivation of Wong’s equations in Yang–Millstheory. Here we get rather complicated nonlocal integro-differential equations.If one starts the derivation of Wong’s equations by con-sidering the process of the reduction directly in a pureYang-Mills dynamical system (that is not using the finite-dimensional model system), then the same equation is ob-tained. The finite-dimensional model, used in our deriva-tion, helps us to reveal the structure of these compli-cated equations. We see that the horizontal Wong’s equa-tion, which is used for the description of dynamics for thegauge-invariant variable, contains the dependence on thevertical variables that are related to the motion in thegroup space.Equating the vertical variables of this equation to zero,and performing the reduction to the zero-momentum level,

results in an equation which describes the geodesic motionon the gauge orbit space. An explicit form of this equationwas not known previously. The equation is of interest inthe gauge theories, since it may be used for the studyof inner gauge invariant dynamics. Note that for this tooccur, it is necessary to take into account the force thatcomes from the potential term of the original Hamiltonian.Thus, such additional forces as an analog of the Lorentzforce and the force that comes from the orbit space metric,do not directly participate in the motion of the gauge-invariant variables in this mode. But in the case of thereduction onto the non-zero momentum level, the reducedmotion on the orbit space will be determined, of course,with the participation of these additional forces. Noticethat the forces, standing in our equations, have an internalorigin which were formed from the original metric and theKilling vectors that represent the symmetry of the originalHamiltonian. This is the main feature of Wong’s equationswhich were obtained in the present paper by means of themethods developed in the reduction theory of dynamicalsystems.The problem that we have not considered in the paper (weleave it for further study) deals with obtaining the equa-tions of motion for spinning particles in the reduction. Forits solutions in the finite-dimensional case, we need tointroduce additional Grassmannian variables associatedwith the spin degrees of freedom. It also requires that theinitial Hamiltonian would be invariant with respect to anappropriate supersymmetry group which should act in theoriginal supermanifold. In the article [34], it was discussedhow to choose a special Kaluza–Klein metric on a super-manifold in order to get the necessary equations of motionfor the charged spinning particle in a background of grav-itational and Yang–Mills fields. Based on this work, onecan come to the reduction problem for dynamical systemsdefined on supermanifolds. Then, it presumably will alsobe possible to extend the reduction problem on the infinitedimensional dynamical systems with fermions.It is worth noting, that if one takes the scalar curvatureas an original Lagrangian in the standard Kaluza-Kleintheory, then in the reduced Lagrangian may be the terms
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that are used for the description of the fermions [35]. Atpresent it is not clear if it is possible to obtain a similarresults in the Marsden-Weinstein reduction theory, whichis used in the particle mechanics. Perhaps, in newly pro-posed methods for derivation of the reduced equations andWong’s equations [36–39], these and other issues will beresolved.
7. Appendix
Our Wong’s equations for the Yang–Mills theory are ob-tained by making use of the finite-dimensional equations(6) and (5). Let us consider the “ HΓ-terms” of Wong’sequations (6) with the Christoffel symbol (8):

HΓABC Q̇∗BQ̇∗C =(
−2Aβ

BK A
β C + (KM

ν K A
βM )Aν

B A
β
C

)
Q̇∗BQ̇∗C .

We see that there are linear and quadratic in A terms onthe right hand side of this equation.The first term of HΓ is given by −Aβ
BK A

β C . Making use ofthe following replacements
Aβ
B → A

(β,p)(σ,j,y); K A
β C → K (α,i,x)(β,p)(ε,k,z)
≡ δ ik cαεβ δ3(x− p) δ3(x− z) ,

we find the necessary representation of this term in gaugetheory:
Aβ
BK A

β C →
∫
dpA

(β,p)(σ,j,y)δ ik cαεβ δ3(x− p) δ3(x− z)
= A

(β,x)(σ,j,y)δ ik cαεβ δ3(x− z).

Multiplying this expression by Ȧ∗σj (y, t)Ȧεk (z, t) and tak-ing a "generalized sum" over the repeated indices, that is,we will have
−δ ik

∫
dydzA(β,x)(σ,j,y) cαεβ δ3(x− z)Ȧ∗σj (y, t)Ȧεk (z, t).

Thus:
−cαεβ Ȧ∗εi(x, t) ∫ dyA

(β,x)(σ,j,y)Ȧ∗σj (y, t).
This expression is the contribution to the horizontalWong’s equation arising from the first “A-term“ of HΓABC .The second term gives the same contribution.In Wong’s equations, the “AA-terms“ of the Christoffelsymbol (8) are multiplied by a factor (KM

ν K A
βM ) which nowis equal to

K (µ,m,s)(ν,u) K (α,i,x)(β,p)(µ,m,s) = cαµβ
[
D µiν (A∗(x))δ3(x− u)] δ3(x− p) .

Since the first “AA-term“ in HΓ is (KM
ν K A

βM )Aν
B A

β
C , wefirst multiply the obtained expression by A

(ν,u)(σ,j,y)A(β,p)(ε,k,z)and then integrate it over p and u. This lead us to
∫
du cαµβ

[
D µiν (A∗(x))δ3(x− u)] A(ν,u)(σ,j,y)A(β,x)(ε,k,z) =
cαµβ A

(β,x)(ε,k,z)
(
D µiν (A∗(x))A(ν,x)(σ,j,y)

)
.

It follows that the contribution of the “AA-terms“ of HΓto Wong’s equations is

cαµβ
∫
dydzA(β,x)(ε,k,z)

[
D µiν (A∗(x, t))A(ν,x)(σ,j,y)

]
Ȧ∗σj (y, t) Ȧ∗εk (z, t) .

Here we have taken into account the fact that the mainvariable Q∗(t) of Wong’s equations depends on the evo-lution parameter t. Therefore, we must replace A∗(y) by
A∗(y, t) in our final formulas.
Now consider the “F–terms” of the horizontal Wong’sequation. In the finite-dimensional equation (6) they aregiven by GASF ν

ESQ̇∗Epν . In eq. (7) we have expressed
GASF ν

ES in terms of A, K and γαβ . The first term in this

representation is
2γνε (KB

ε K R
µB)GRE γµβ K A

β .

In gauge fields, it can be rewritten as
2γ(ν,z)(ε,u) (. . .)(ρ,m,v )(µ,v1)(ε,u) G(ρ,m,v )(φ,k,y)γ(µ,v1)(β,b)K (α,i,x)(β,b).

Here (. . .)(ρ,m,v )(µ,v1)(ε,u) is
cρβ̃µδ

3(v − v1) [D β̃mε (A∗(v))δ3(v − u)] ,
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and G(ρ,m,v )(φ,k,y) = kρφ δmk δ3(v − y). Performing theintegration over v,v1, u and b, results in :
2 cρβ̃µkρφ [D β̃εk (A∗(y))γ(ν,z)(ε,y)] [D αiβ (A∗(x))γ(µ,y)(β,x)] .

The expression in the last bracket represents the result ofthe integration over b. But
A

(α,x)(σ,j,y)kσν = [D νµj (A∗(y))γ(α,x)(µ,y)].
So, we can rewrite the obtained expression as

2 cρβ̃µkρφ[A(ν,z)(σ,k,y)kσβ̃
][
A

(µ,i,y)(σ ′,x)kσ ′α
]
.

Besides, we have
cρβ̃µk

σβ̃kρφ = −cσν′µkρν′kρφ = −cσφµ.
Therefore, the first term of GASF ν

ES has the following rep-resentation:
−2 cσφµ A(ν,z)(σ,k,y) A(µ,i,y)(σ ′,x) kσ ′α .

To obtain the first “F–term” of the horizontal Wong’s equa-tion one needs to multiply this expression by Ȧ∗φk (y, t) and
pν (z, t) and then perform the integration over y and z.The second term of GASF ν

ES , which is given by
cσµε γνε K R

σ GRE γµβ K A
β ,

can be represented in gauge fields in the following way
c(σ,v )(µ,v2)(ε,u)γ(ν,z)(ε,u)K (ρ,m,v1)(σ,v ) G(ρ,m,v1)(φ,k,y)γ(µ,v2)(β,q)K (α,i,x)(β,q).

Note that c(σ,v )(µ,v2)(ε,u) = cσµεδ3(v − v2)δ3(v − u).Using the explicit expressions for K , G and c(σ,v )(µ,v2)(ε,u) andperforming integration over v, u, v1, q and v2, produces
cσµεkρφ

{
δρσ
[
∂k (y)γ(ν,z)(ε,y)] [D αiβ (A∗(x))γ(µ,y)(β,x)]

+ γ(ν,z)(ε,y)D ρσk (A∗(y))[D αiβ (A∗(x))γ(µ,y)(β,x)]} .
Making use of the mechanical connection A, one canrewrite this expression in the following form:

cσµεkρφ
{
δρσ
[
∂k (y)γ(ν,z) (ε,y)] kβα A(µ,i,y)(β,x)+γ(ν,z) (ε,y) [D ρσk (A∗(y))A(µ,i,y)(β,x)

]
kβα
}
.

Notice that another way of writing this result is given bythe following formula
cσµεkρφ

[
D ρσk (A∗(y))(γ(ν,z) (ε,y)A(µ,i,y)(β,x)

)]
kβα .

Multiplying resulting expression by Ȧ∗φk (y, t)pν (z, t) andintegrating over y and z, the second “F–term” of the hor-izontal Wong’s equation is derived.Finally we note that explicit expressions of other termsof Wong’s equations can be obtained by using a similarapproach.
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